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Description Description 2019 Heartland Bighorn 3970RD, Heartland Bighorn fifth wheel
3970RD highlights: Five Slide Outs Spacious Front Bathroom Island Rear Living
Room Space, space, and more space is how you would describe the inside of this
Bighorn fifth wheel 3970RD. With five slide outs, a comfortable rear living area,
and a spacious kitchen you will find true comfort throughout this model. Straight
in from the door is the kitchen area with an island and extra counter space along
the interior wall. When you are ready to relax in the evening you will find yourself
drawn to the rear living area with two sofas, theater seats, and a LCD HDTV along
the rear wall. Are you ready for a luxury fifth wheel? Well, come check out any of
the Bighorn models. The exteriors feature the largest amount of storage with 140
cu. ft. of storage for all of your gear. These models have an E-Z Flex suspension
system by Dexter with quad shocks which offers the smoothest ride around!
There is a heated and enclosed underbelly so you can easily camp in all types of
weather. Along the rear and at the dinette you can enjoy the scenic view from the
panoramic windows. Inside each model you will find glazed hardwood Sedona
cabinetry plus Amish-crafted natural hardwood cabinet doors with hidden hinges
and drawers. There are plenty of residential features such as the resilient flooring,
the stainless steel sink with matching solid surface sink covers, and the 20" deep
size drawers. Come make a Bighorn your home away from home! Sleeps 6
Slideouts 5

Basic information Year: 2019
Stock Number: 133-UT330004
VIN Number: 5SFBG4326KE401094
Condition: Pre-Owned

Item address Rockport, Texas, United States
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2019 Heartland Bighorn 3970RD $58,900
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2019 Heartland Bighorn 3970RD $58,900


